New Tudor Design Decoratively Creates A Secure Look

Decoratively give windows and glass doors a more
secure look with the timeless style of the Tudor
Leaded Glass Design.
When a few feet or more away from the glass,
Tudor's 3/16" thick leading lines give the
impression of a window or door that will be
difficult to break into. Causing potential problems
to move on down the road in search of easier prey.
The Tudor design coordinates with decor styles
from Old English to country to commercial to
modern and contemporary.

Tudor Leading Lines create a look of security
on windows, glass doors.

Tudor is available in privacy and see-through
versions. Privacy version combines Lite Frost with
the leading lines, obscuring visibility through the
glass without darkening the room.
See-thru version features a leading line grid on a clear film. Allowing visibility through the glass,
plus the benefits of UV protection and energy savings.

New York'ers Upset When People Look Into Their Windows
A recent art gallery showing has upset many
residents of a swanky NY residential
building. The artwork features pictures of the
buildings residents "taken from outside the
building" and without the persons
knowledge. The images do not contain nudity
nor show anyone's face, they are mostly
pictures of the everyday life of families - taken
by a tele-photo lense from across the
street. Read the USA Today article

This is a problem easily solved with Wallpaper
For Windows. To stop people from looking in
from below, add a privacy film to the bottom of
a window or door. (If the balcony has glass
panels, apply Wallpaper for Windows to the
panels for privacy. It won't bother the film to
be outside 24/7 365 days a year. :-) )

Easily add privacy to the bottom of a window.

One of the reasons we offer matching privacy
and see-through designs is so a window can
have privacy on the bottom and see-thru
above. But there are many great ways to
decoratively add privacy to the bottom of a
window. From a simple frosted look, to a
Living room windows with privacy window film
Tropical Oasis.
Easily add privacy to the bottom of a window.
privacy film of a solid color to designs like the
Tropical Oasis 48" x 24" design, the Allure
24" x 48" (turned
sideways), Everleaf and many many more.
If while reading this you realized your
neighbors may be getting more of a show than
you would like, Wallpaper For Windows is the
solution.
Orleans Leaded Glass privacy and see-through
together

New York Real Estate Journal
Article Compares Window Films

A very informative window film article in
the current version of the NY Real Estate
Journal compares adhesive and adhesive-free
(static cling) films.
We may be a little bit biased, but the article
rated adhesive-free window film Wallpaper For
Windows as best value for do-it-yourself home
and office films. Read the article.

Semi-private window film on a bedroom
window.

Join Our Google + Circle!
Become a member of our circle and get advice,
ideas and design news that you can use.

Connect with us on Facebook!

Follow us on Twitter!
Be a part of the daily conversation.
Follow us on Twitter and keep on top of the very
latest news, as well as how-to ideas and
contests. Plus, be eligible for twitter exclusive
coupons.

Our Facebook fans receive special offers, how-to
ideas, and lots of other fun stuff!

Follow us on Pinterest!
We would love to see pictures of how you used
Wallpaper For Windows and know how many
years you have been enjoying it so please post your Wallpapers For Windows is now on Pinterest
and we bet lots of your are, too. Follow us and
photos.
we'll follow you back. We'd love to see what
Some of our fans have already surprised us with
you're pinning.
their creative uses of Wallpaper For Windows and
saved hundreds with our Facebook exclusive
coupons.

